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Abstract 
 

Deliverable 4.4 entitled “Procedure and guidelines to association sensor to cloud”, is within the framework of 

WP4, Task 4.4, subtask 4.4.6. Its aim is to establish the connections between the data transmitted by the 

sensor nodes and the cloud architecture created un Task 3.1 and save the collected data according to the 

storage architecture of Task 3.2. 

The document includes 4 sections. The first is the introduction describing the aim of Task 4.4. 

Section 2 describe the current procedure that is used for the sensor enrolment process in the cloud for the 

different radiofrequency technologies as well as explains the sensor data adaptor used for the cloud 

infrastructure connection. 

Following, section 3 describes an association to the cloud proposal for the end users and gives some 

guidelines in order to improve the current procedure for a more user-friendly experience. 

The last section, section 4, is a summary of the conclusions found and a description of the next steps of the 

Task 4.4. 
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Abbreviations and Acronyms Glossary 
 

API Application Programming Interface 

AWS Amazon Web Services 

D Deliverable 

DB Database 

JSON JavaScript Object Notation 

LoRaWAN Long-Range Wide-Area Network 

REST Representational State Transfer 

RF Radiofrequency 

UPV Universitat Politècnica de València 

VM Virtual Machine 

WP Work Package 
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1. Introduction 
 

This deliverable presents the methodology and procedures for associating the "basic" sensor nodes 

developed in T4.3 with the cloud infrastructure developed by ATOS in T3.1 with the aim of loading and storing 

the sensor data in almost real time to the CollectionCare storage architecture proposed in T3.2. This task 

implies writing new data adaptors in the cloud infrastructure for both Sigfox and LoRaWAN in order to adapt 

the data to the correct format and then to upload it through the CollectionCare secure API developed by 

ATOS. 

Furthermore, in this deliverable some guidelines for future sensing node association procedures are 

described in order to facilitate the sensor to cloud registration for the end users. 
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2. Current procedure for sensor node enrolment 
 

2.1  Network server registration of the sensor nodes 

For the sensor node to properly transfer data to the cloud infrastructure is crucial for the device to be 

properly identified and registered on the network server. This network server acts as an interface between 

the gateways that collect the data, using the LoRaWAN or Sigfox protocol, and the end-user database where 

the sensor data will be stored. 

The registration procedure of the “basic” sensor nodes is quite a manual task, as the device identification 

parameters have to be manually uploaded to the network server. Nevertheless, this process is expected to 

be changed in future revisions and the process of registration of the device on the network will be done in 

an automated way as part of the assembly and testing of the nodes. 

This process is different depending on the technology used by the sensor nodes. LoRaWAN nodes need to 

be provisioned in a LoRaWAN Network Server, and Sigfox nodes are registered in the Sigfox backend. 

Nevertheless, although the processes are different, they are in fact quite similar. 

 

2.1.1 LoRaWAN Network Server 

The LoRaWAN Network Server is the brain and controller of a LoRaWAN network, where the Gateways and 

devices are registered and connected together. The Network Server is responsible for connecting sensors, 

gateways as well as end-user applications, and ensures reliable and secure data routing all along the 

LoRaWAN network.  

This is the place where the sensor nodes have to be registered with their credentials so that the gateways 

that route their messages can understand their packets and route them to their corresponding end-user 

application. 

LoRAWAN alliance [LoRaWAN Security FAQs] defines the specifications for LoRaWAN networks and 

determines the methods to authenticate and register devices in the network. 

There are two methods of authentication, Activation-by-Personalization (ABP) and Over-the-Air-Activation 

(OTAA). The second one is more secure as the session keys used for message encryption are negotiated by 

the device for each session when it connects to the network, so the risk of a man-in-the-middle attack is 

reduced as the keys change. CollectionCare’s “basic” sensor node uses OTAA activation for enrollment with 

the network server. 

For OTAA provisioning, three parameters are needed for registering the device on the network: 

• DevEUI: IEEE EUI64 [IEEE. Guidelines for Use of Extended Unique Identifier (EUI), Organizationally 

Unique Identifier (OUI), and Company ID (CID)] unique identification for the end device 

• AppEUI: 64-bit number linked to the Application Server so that the end node knows where to send 

their messages 

• AppKey: Encryption key used to encode the messages between the end nodes and the Application 

Server 

Each end device has its own identification number on the network, known as the DevEUI. This is a kind of 
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Physical Address like the MAC for Internet networks. This is unique for each device and is linked to the serial 

number of the hardware. 

Device identification and credentials for the manufacturing batch of “basic” sensor nodes are stored in a 

comma-separated file (Figure 1). This file contains all the necessary keys to register all the manufactured 

“basic” sensor nodes. 

 

 

 

Figure 1. CSV file of first batch device credentials 

 

 

The AppEUI is common to all the sensor nodes. This is because all sensors share the same application server 

as well as the same end-user application, so messages from all sensor nodes must go to the same place to 

be processed correctly as will be described in future chapters. 

In this particular case, the AppKey is also common to all devices. This is not important for a prototype, but 

should be improved in the future for a real scenario, as it will increase security. The recommendation for this 

key is that it is randomly generated within the device and shared with the server on the network where it will 

be securely stored during programming and testing of the device. 

The CSV file is uploaded and imported in the network server, which is accessed through the web user 

interface using a web browser. At the end of this process, the sensor nodes have successfully enrolled into 

the LoRaWAN Network Server and are able to start uploading their sensing parameters to the cloud 

infrastructure. 
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Figure 2. Importing the CSV credentials file into the network server 

 

2.1.2 Sigfox backend 

For the Sigfox node the enrollment process is quite similar to the LoRaWAN one. Devices have a Device 

Identification (DevId) and a Personal Access Code, known as a DevPac, that is the password token for 

accessing the network. 

All the credentials of the sensor node batch to be registered are stored in a comma-separated file with the 

format described in Figure 3. This file will include the device identification and the password for each sensor 

of the sensor nodes to be registered. 

 

Figure 3. CSV credentials file format for Sigfox device registration 
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This CSV file must be uploaded to the Sigfox Backend web interface with some batch identifications and a 

prefix to identify the devices. It also has to be linked to a predefined Device Type, which is equivalent to the 

Application in LoRaWAN, where a Sigfox Callback is configured to send the payload data to the user’s 

application. 

 

Figure 4. Bulk import enrolment process 

Set the “Register as a prototype” option, as we don’t have yet the proper product certification from Sigfox. 

2.2  Sensor data adaptor description to CollectionCare cloud infrastructure 

2.2.1 LoRaWAN 

In order to upload the sensing data collected by the networks servers, either using LoRaWAN or Sigfox, to 

the CollectionCare cloud infrastructure it is mandatory to process, decode, and adapt it to match the correct 

format proposed by ATOS (see D.3.2). 

The adaptor interface has been developed using NodeRED, a flow-based development tool for visual 

programming originally written in Node.JS by IBM. It allows connecting Internet of Things devices to different 

online services providing a web browser-based flow editor for this task. Figure 5 shows the flow used for the 

data adaptor used. 

Data comes either from the LoRaWAN network server or from Sigfox Backend. In the case of the Loriot 

LoRaWAN network server, data is collected from a WebSocket and for Sigfox, the data is collected using an 

API endpoint. Using NodeRED simplifies development efforts and it is ready for production use.  

Loriot’s Network Server allows secure websockets as an output in order to connect to your application. Thus, 

the user’s application is connected through the use of bidirectional full-duplex secure TCP socket. To use this 

function, Loriot provides a URL or a web-socket, as well as a secure token to connect to the socket. In this 

way, both servers are connected to each other and the information received by the network server is 

tunnelled directly to the NodeRED application server. 
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Figure 5. Data adaptor interface for CollectionCare infrastructure upload 

 

The data coming from LoRaWAN nodes is stored in two different databases (Figure 5). In one the raw data 

from the gateways is stored in string format to be analyzed later if needed. This string contains useful 

metadata as to how many gateways have received the data, as well as their corresponding signal strength, 

gateway location and signal to noise ratio among others. This information will be helpful in the future in order 

to analyze the behavior of the system and improve it if necessary. 

The second stream decodes the payload from the sensor that is transmitted, and stores the decoded 

environmental records in a second InfluxDB database. 

LoRaWAN Network Server reports the payload data for a specific device DevEUI, however, it is desirable that 

the information is stored in the database related with the hardware serial number that identifies the device. 

DevEUI is linked with the hardware serial number stored in a file using JSON format. 

Finally, a third flow that inherits the decoded data from the second one is responsible for uploading the 

sensor data into the CollectionCare Database through the secure API developed by ATOS. This API requires 

a special token to be able to load the data securely, as described in D3.2. This is an OAuth2 token and it is 

achieved by using a NodeRED node and a username and password in order to obtain the token. This ensures 

privacy and access to the database. 

2.2.2. Sigfox 

Sigfox backend does not support Websocket to send the data to the user application. Instead they offer what 

they call “Custom callback” (Figure 6), which is just a customizable HTTP call that will make a HTTP request to 

the API configured by the user. The end user application exposes an API method in order to be called by the 

Sigfox backend. This is achieved in NodeRED using the “http in” block, that allows to create an HTTP endpoint 

using the desired method. A HTTP POST method has been created and configured in Sigfox in order to be 

able to transfer the data records.  
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Figure 6. Sigfox Custom Callback configuration 

As can be seen in Figure 6, Sigfox custom callbacks allow to define the format of the information to be sent. 

This allows us to adapt the JSON to match the one sent by the LoRaWAN network. In this way all the developed 

functions remain valid. 
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3. Association to the cloud for the end user 

proposal 
 

The aim of the CollectionCare system is to be an affordable service for the monitoring of cultural artefacts 

and therefore no technical expertise or skills should be required for the installation of sensor nodes or cloud 

association. 

For this reason, the association of the device with the cloud infrastructure must be as simple and transparent 

as possible for the end user. It is therefore important to address this task so that the user has the best 

possible experience. 

3.1  Device identification proposal 

Each device is identified by several parameters that are all linked together for the purpose of identifying each 

sensor in a unique manner. 

A hardware device serial number, that is the sequential number for the assembled PCB. 

This serial number is intended to identify the hardware manufactured for the sensor node. This is important 

when it comes to identifying each device in a unique way and being able to track it. That is to say, with which 

hardware revision it has left the factory, which version of the firmware was installed, to which client or 

museum it was sent, etc. 

The serial number format is the following: 

CC-2013-88-003 

• CC (##): Prefix that identifies the hardware 

• 2013 (YYWW): Year and Week of manufacturing (for batch identification) 

• 88 (##): Hardware revision and manufacturing site 

• 003 (###): Sequential number 

The hardware serial number is used internally to link information such as the serial number of the 

microcontroller, the DevEUI for LoRaWAN registration and the DevId for the Sigfox network, so that the device 

can be properly recognized and identified on the network. 

3.2  Association procedure 

For the association procedure of the sensor nodes, the devices to be delivered will be previously registered 

and configured in the CollectionCare network and will be ready for immediate use.  This is to ensure that end 

users only have to link them to their museum account and to the artefacts of interest using their credentials. 

Users will be provided with a label with a QR code that will be placed on each sensor node (Figure 7). This QR 

code will include a secure URL to the CollectionCare platform where the user will be asked to log in and select 

which artwork (or artworks) he/she wants to link to the sensor node, as well as the corresponding sensor 

metadata (room, location, internal museum identification, etc.). 
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Figure 7. Back of the sensor with the QR code label 

 

The requirement for registration will be an active Internet connection to access a website, and the availability 

of a camera on the device used for the registration stage. For devices without a camera, the user may 

manually enter the serial number. The use of a web page for the registration process allows the use of mobile 

devices and personal computers without the need to develop a specific application.  

The same web access using the QR code can be used for other purposes such as sensor unenrollment, 

Artefact de-association, etc. 
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4. Conclusions and next steps 
 
Although the actual process of connecting the sensor node to the CollectionCare cloud infrastructure is 

valid, it is a rather manual and technical task. This process needs to be improved to facilitate usability and 

make sensor node registration easier. This will involve developing some cloud data connectors to manage 

this registration process, as well as a web application to facilitate this association of the cloud to the end 

user. 
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